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A  N OT E  F R O M  L I B E R T Y 

Liberty Fabrics transports us to a magical winter wonderland of prancing reindeers 
and glittering stars, with A Woodland Christmas. Charming scenes unfold within 
an enchanted forest where snowflakes fall around a Christmas cottage, and brightly 
coloured baubles hidden among the evergreen firs complement traditional designs of 
holly and berries. Pops of metallic gold and silver twinkle throughout the collection, 

for an extra sprinkling of festive magic.
 

A Woodland Christmas has been designed in two colour stories. The first is a traditional 
Christmas palette of ruby reds, forest greens and warm creams complemented with 
hints of metallic tones. The second colour story is inspired by the northern lights, 
painting a picture of frosty blues, jade greens and bright mustards with pops of silver 

metallic against an inky midnight sky. 
 

We hope this collection inspires you to start crafting your own magical 
Christmas creations!

© 2021 Liberty Fabrics. All Rights Reserved.

Whilst every effort has been made to ensure colour consistency, please be aware that due to the nature 
of the product and the print process, slight variances may occur in colour definition between this 

document and the fabric. 



Lasenby Cotton     Range Code. 04776017    DC. 31883

Reindeers prance through a plethora of stars, snowflakes, and festive foliage in the highly decorative Woodland 
Wonderland. Look closely to notice the hints of sparkling metallic which add an extra bit of Christmas magic. 

WOODLAND WONDERLAND

B.A.



Lasenby Cotton     Range Code.  04776018    DC. 31886

Inspired by an artwork discovered in the Liberty archive, charming cottages are hidden amidst a scattering of snowfall and 
pines. This multidirectional print depicts the perfect little winter scenes, viewed from a distance.

CHRISTMAS COTTAGE

B.A.



Lasenby Cotton     Range Code. 04776019    DC. 31884

Depicting a menagerie of novelty festive objects and creatures, Enchanted Forest is a multidirectional print featuring 
reindeers, stars, snowflakes, ribbons, bows, trees, mistletoe, and berries. Adapted from a Liberty scarf design originally 
created during the 1940s, the silhouette effect offers a fresh and contemporary rendition of a traditional Christmas pattern.

ENCHANTED FOREST

B. D.

A. C.



Lasenby Cotton     Range Code. 04776020     DC. 31891

Based on an artwork created for Liberty in 1989, this fun and graphic pattern perfectly combines icy snowflake shapes 
with luminous colourful stars. Look out for the twinkling pops of metallic detail for that extra touch of sparkle!

FOREST STAR

B.A.



Lasenby Cotton     Range Code. 04776021    DC. 31892

Inspired by a hand-painted geometric from the Liberty archive, this striking design is reminiscent of cosy fair isle 
knit patterns. Its stripe formation is made up of varying triangle sizes, which come together to create a superbly 

symmetrical pine tree forest.

EVERGREEN GLADE

B.A.



Lasenby Cotton     Range Code. 04776022    DC. 31890

Originally hand-painted in the Liberty design studio during the mid-1980s, Winterberry Holly was redrawn and 
recoloured especially for the Woodland Christmas collection. The small and perfectly plump winter berries and foliage 

provide the perfect multidirectional co-ordinate print for all your festive sews.

WINTERBERRY HOLLY

B.A.



Lasenby Cotton     Range Code. 04776023    DC. 31889

Based on a tiny fabric swatch discovered in the Liberty archive, this all over leaf and berry pattern is as timeless as it is 
versatile. Myriads of scattered Christmas berries seem to pop against the lighter coloured grounds, creating an almost 

polka dot effect.

FROST BERRY

B.A.



Lasenby Cotton     Range Code. 04776024    DC. 31887

Spreading light, love, and joy, these festive baubles will lift the spirits and warm your heart! Brightly coloured and 
intricately decorated, you will find them carefully placed amongst delicate sprigs of evergreen firs.

FESTIVE BAUBLES

B.A.



Our favourite Wiltshire Shadow blender in festive gold and silver metallic to add that special sparkle to your seasonal sews.

Lasenby Cotton     Range Code. 04775755   DC. 30333

B.A.

WILTSHIRE SHADOW



Lasenby Cotton     Range Code. 04776025    DC. 31888

Festive firs stand neat and tall in this structured design, inspired by a Liberty wood block print dating from around 
the 1950s. Perfectly shaped and decorated with simplified flowers, these tiny trees are also a subtle nod to Liberty’s 

traditional paisley heritage.

WINTER PINE

B.A.



Lasenby Cotton     Range Code. 04776026    DC. 31885

Inspired from an artwork created in the Liberty studio during the early 1990’s, Christmas Charm is a multidirectional 
print redrawn with a modernist touch.  Spread Christmas cheer with this dense scattering of twinkling stars, moons, 

and beautifully wrapped presents.

CHRISTMAS CHARM

B.A.



R E C O M M E N D E D  W I LT S H I R E 
S H A D OW  B L E N D E R S 

The Liberty Fabrics design team have selected a favourite print to become the perfect 

blender for quilting. Originally designed for Liberty Fabrics in 1933, Wiltshire has been 

reimagined into a two-colour shadow silhouette to become the perfect fabric blender. The 

tonal leaf and berry print is available in a multitude of colourways, designed to coordinate 

with our vast archive of Liberty prints for a seamless mix-and-match effect. 

Printed onto soft Lasenby cotton, this base is suited for craft projects and classic 

patchwork quilting, the possibilities are as endless as your imagination.



Item Code. 04775706Z Item Code. 04775705ZItem Code. 04775683Z Item Code. 04775707Z

M I D N I G H T  I N K J A D ER U BY F O R E S T



A WOODLAND CHRISTMAS 
PRE-CUT BUNDLES
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